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About This Game

Dead Wishes embarks on a journey of humanity and horrific romance. We build each other up. We tear each other down. Give
and take. How much will you endure?

STORY

Stricken with long-term depression over the death of your parents, you are on the verge of eviction and bankruptcy. Without any
prospects for the future, you're desperate, so much so that you might even...

... join the mafia and uncover a heated love affair gone terribly wrong.
... become a criminal allied with a team of murderers.
... suck it up and make an honest person of yourself.

... serve as the caretaker for two dysfunctional sisters.
... end up destitute on the streets.

... join the church and repent your sin.

But mostly, you're either going to find love and happiness or die a terrible death.

Dead Wishes features various subplots that are woven between character routes. In order to experience all of what the game has
to offer, the player must read through every route and piece the stories together.

FEATURES
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12 character routes: 6 men and 6 women
250,000+ words of in-game text

Partial character voicing
They/them player pronouns

350+ Choices and 35+ Endings
36 CGS

DOWNLOAD THE FREE STRATEGY GUIDE FROM OUR WEBSITE!
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VIOLET
Publisher:
VIOLET
Release Date: 27 Dec, 2018
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This game on steam do not work. I purchase it and haven't play a single game.. The military system is sucked, far worse than
CIII. The nearest legion will dispatch to get easily killed by the enermy troop and you can't control anything. At the end of every
battle, there were glitches which are very annoying.

The residence will ask for city wall despite how many wall and tower were built.

The game rationale is odd. Some city of begining tier are much more dificult than the latter.

Limitation of trading (esp. export) make the game lose its charm.

Visual was drastically improved with error in zooming in and out.. A pretty hard but fun game.. Great game for passing time,
while drinking vodka also.

10/10 would drink vodka again. This is a really fun game to play with friends and family alike. I love it.. i like roleplaying in this
game like kyle likes roleplaying with sam. My speed running record is 53 seconds, and even that is slow!
Beat the game twice, and then refunded with only 4 minutes of playtime!
(I had to open the game and wait a minute to post this review). Really beautiful puzzle game. Challenging, but not so much so
you get trapped forever. Lovely art style, simple concept but doesn't get old.

My only critique is that it's a little too simple. It's released for iOS and I see why. It feels like an app. Which is totally fine, but if
you're looking for a puzzles game that's more than just a series of obstacles, this isn't it.

It's a straightforward platformer. Enjoyable, difficult, and very pretty.
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Nice series of a small documentaries about indie game makers participating in a 48 hour game jam.

The five part series gives you overshoulder look into different ways of trouble solving and creative workflows of five two
person teams under tight deadline to create something playable.. I was surprised by this game. At first glance I thought it would
just be a cheap Call of Duty knockoff, but it has some polish. The HUD was simple and helpful, the objectives were clear and
sensible, and the drone control systems were simple yet fun. All in all a solid FPS. Would play again.. 10/10 best game of my
childhood

Pros :
Fun
Tactical af
Genuinely good storyline
Good soundtrack for the time

Cons :
Can be a bit tedious as there are only 20 odd missions and the multiplayer doesn't work
The sewer failure cutscene is wrong
The original built in mod menu doesn't come with it. ehhhh. I liked the idea, but there's so little actual game. It feels over in 10
minutes and I have very little interest in replaying to find out the 'true' goings on.. Fun questions but it is not good that they
changed it so there is 5000 achievements. That removes all the seriousness in the game and that is just sad to see.. Solid
mechanics and I love the the arcade ideas. So fun to play pingpong without need to pick up the ball.. quot;I'm Commander
Shepard, and this is my favourite game on the Citadel!". This isn't a bad game. It's a functional port of a browser game that
certainly has the potential to be worth a few dollars. Unfortunately, it should really be labeled as early access. The latest patch
just highlights how much more the developers wanted to accomplish, and how far short the product is from finished. Along with
the balance and interface issues, I just can't recommend this game. Maybe in a few patches I'll change my mind, but right now
I'm too frustrated thinking I bought a finished product only to realize how far from complete the game actually is.
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